Introducing our undergraduate Buddy Scheme
For 2018-19

The Film Studies Buddy scheme is an informal system seeking to ease the transition to university life by matching new students with experienced honours students to form one-to-one peer mentoring relationships. The Buddy Scheme is a voluntary system which is flexible, confidential and fits around your availability and preferences.

If you would like a friendly face at Department events, someone to share your enthusiasm for the subject and to ask questions that you wouldn’t perhaps feel comfortable asking a member of staff, then sign up to our Buddy Scheme to be partnered with a more experienced student. [https://sumac.ac.uk/account/university-of-st-andrews/scheme/134](https://sumac.ac.uk/account/university-of-st-andrews/scheme/134)

All you need to do is fill in some details and you will be matched with your buddy. You can get in contact before you arrive by email, and then once you’ve arrived at St Andrews there will be an opportunity to meet in person at the Film Studies reception event in orientation week, or at the dedicated Buddy scheme meet-up in week 1 on 20th September at 4pm (Byre theatre café). The scheme will help you settle in, adapt to a new study environment and become more confident in the Film Studies community and all the activities it offers.